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Cobb Scholarship Let

Curt Peterson, a junior in engineering science, recently received the Cobb Foundation Scholarship. These scholarships are valued at $250 each and are given to students on the basis of scholarship and need. Mrs. Mary L. Cobb of Great Falls, president of the Cobb Foundation, made the presentation.

F. M. Young Receives Fellowship

F. M. Young has been awarded the National Science Foundation Scholarship in the Institute of Mining Engineering from Oklahoma State University at Stillwater, Oklahoma.

Mr. Young will go to Oklahoma University in June and take courses designed to get him into mining engineering.

The purpose of the scholarship is twofold. First, it is to broaden the background of the student, and second, it is to teach the technical and practical aspects of the engineering field which they can relay to their students.

Mr. Young graduated from the School of Mines in 1950 with a B.S. in Geology and came back to teach this fall. He is currently teaching Electricity, Fluid Mechanics and Physics. Along with his teaching, Mr. Young is also second vice-president of the rituals Chapter of Engineers. He is presently working towards a Master’s Degree in Geology, which he expects to receive this year.

ATTEND THE Geology Department Church

Thieves Rob SUB

The ENGINEER was recently highlighted Saturday, March 27, at the Elk Hall, with the E-Days display. The display was the first in the history of Engineering Days. Those in- volved were all members of the student body, general and engineering plus any guests that a student might invite. Price of admission was $1.00 per couple and the couples danced to music playing. Officer Art Bland took charge of the operation of the equipment and procedures and all those who assisted will be very useful in helping students to prepare for careers in field such as this one.

Engineers' Ball

The Engineers' Ball was held Saturday, March 27, at the Elk Hall, with the E-Days display. The display was the first in the history of Engineering Days. Those involved were all members of the student body, general and engineering plus any guests that a student might invite. Price of admission was $1.00 per couple and the couples danced to music playing. Officer Art Bland took charge of the operation of the equipment and procedures and all those who assisted will be very useful in helping students to prepare for careers in field such as this one.

E-Days Display Results

The results of the E-Days display were announced by Bob Hill and Carl Kossowski. First place was awarded to Carl Kossowski, Chairman, and Gustov Stolz, Ballot Judge. Winners will be announced first place and the $25 prize will be awarded to the winner. The Petrolem Department and the Geology Department took third place.

All added up to a very interesting display.

MINERAL DRESSING TAKES FIRST IN E-DAYS

The first place mineral dressing display consisted of explanations of old milling methods, the graduate laboratories, Montana mineral display, industrial exhibits, the cement plant and the ore-processing equipment display.

The metallurgy department displayed a X-ray machine, the effects of heat-treating metals, method of measuring furnace temperature, metallographic specimens and the use of retort oil.

Among the displays of the chemistry department were a cloud chamber, a X-ray machine, the effects of heat-treating metals, method of measuring furnace temperature, metallographic specimens and the use of retort oil.

Metallurgy Display.

The Mining Department Display was an interesting contribution to "E" Days. It consisted of a display of equipment used in mining. Each display was dated from 1800 until present day. The display showed a good core section of the development of this equipment for the years.

Mineral Dressing Display

In the mining display, the story of underground warfare in Butte was told and illustrated with models. In the early days of mining in the Butte area, many dories arose concerning mineral rights and mining claims. Lawsuits often resulted, and to settle the issues, each litigant was compelled to have models constructed of what it thought was the geologic structure of the area in dispute. Then a jury could decide which side was right. Very many of the mining laws used throughout the world today were made right here in Butte as a result of these cases.

Parachutes

One of the main attractions of E-Days was parachute jumping by Montana School of Mines students. The three jumpers, Carl Kossowski, Dave Bevan and Dan Molanien, jumped both Saturday and Sunday as scheduled. The jumpers had to jump about ten minutes early Saturday because of weather conditions. The jump was at approximately 6,000 feet with a ten second delay. Sunday weather conditions were better and the students jumped at 34,000 feet with a 40 second delay in space. The plane that carried the jumpers was held for and sponsored by the Anderson-Carlsie Society.

MBS Bond

Another attraction of E-Days was the MBS bond, under the direction of Harold Yole and Rod Lewis; the band played during the jumping on Sunday from the balcony of the SUB. The band played during the jump and the prevailing weather conditions.

AWS

Refreshments were served as planned by the Associated Women Students in the SUB on Saturday and Sunday to all guests. The girls served punch, coffee and cake. They worked in shifts of three hours each. The refreshments were sponsored by the Anderson-Carlsie Society.

CONCILIONS

The Amplifier staff wishes to express its deepest sympathy to Professor Frank Kelly, whose father died April 1 at the age of 76 in a Veterans Hospital in New York City.

Fees Are Raised

The State Board of Education of the State of Montana has increased the following fees: Registration Fee—From $15.00 to $25.00 per semester. Incidental Fee—From $60.00 to $75.00 per semester. Book Fee—From $31.00 to $275.00 per semester.

The School of Mines resident student will pay $265.50 a year, which is $45.00 more than the $220.50 he is paying this year. A non-resident student will pay $828 which is $270.00 more than the $558 he is also paying this year.

These increases in fees will be effective with the Fall Semester of the 1965-1966 college year.
STUDENT ELECTIONS

As the time draws near for the "M" Day elections, the method of voting procedure becomes an important consideration. Last year, as in the past, voting was held during the months of March, April, and May. The turnout by the student body has been about 59% of the student body, a very poor showing for a small school. One thing that can be said is that voting was held. An hour is not enough time for 500 students to cast their ballots. This year a half hour turn-out at the polls is anticipated, although the time at which the ballots are cast will determine their student body officers. To give the majority in which to make their decisions for their offices, a longer time at the polls will be scheduled. It is anticipated that a 90% of the student body will be needed to extend the voting time, the student council, which has charge over the details of the election, could mandate the longer voting time. Hopefully, this plan will act.

SUBMITTED BY T.J. STEPHENSON

NEW MINE SINGERS

A convention was held on Tuesday, March 23, by the N.M.C. SINGERS. The convention was held in the main auditorium of the School under the direction of John Varvatos, the leader of the group. The group was split into two sections, the first section was a potluck dinner and the second section was a talent contest. The contest was open to all members of the group and was judged by the judges of the exhibits on "E" Day. The judges were Mr. Carl Koskimaki, Mr. Jack Harvey, and Mr. Jack Tait. The group was very successful, with many entries. The judges were very impressed with the quality of the entries and expressed the difficulty of making decisions. The group was congratulated for a splendid job.

The N.M.C. Singers, sang "The Dents will determine their student body officers. To give the Walker Alone."
A YOUNG WOMAN’S IMPRESSIONS OF NAZI GERMANY

The Montana Bureau of Mines and Geology has published a report entitled “Ground-Water Resources Along Cedar Creek Anticline in Eastern Montana.”

The report was prepared by O. J. Nies, U. S. Geological Survey. Water-Resources Division, under a cooperative agreement between the two agencies for investigation of ground-water conditions in Montana.

The Cedar Creek anticline extends from the vicinity of Glendive southeast through Baker and extending to the south-west corner of Fallon County.

BUTTE’S FASTEST GROWING DEPARTMENT STORE

THE NEW MAXOM

Your Uptown Cafe

Open 24 Hours
Air Conditioned
Phone 727-6500

34 West Broadway

Butte

RODNEY W. YLITALO

The two phases, field and office, were then discussed in respect to the remote control system and its interrelationships. Several subjects in both phases were discussed in regard to operation and principle. Also pointed out was the fact that the remote control system has many advantages over the traditional methods of operating a long-distance system.

Mrs. Habashi, a native of Austria, will speak on “The Cultural and Political Life of Austria: Past and Present.” Mrs. Habashi will present a film entitled Glückliche Osterreich (Happy Austria). The film and talk will be delivered in Room 115 of the School of Mines Building.

The German Club would like to announce that its next regular meeting of the Club’s executive board will be held on Tuesday, March 15, at 8:00 p.m. in Room 115 of the School of Mines Building.
The Old Timer

"If you remember how you acquired your tools you'll never lend them out."

Seminole Attended Conference

Coach Ed Simons recently attended a conference in Billings on March 13. The purpose of the meet was to discuss for what the high school team was made. Jim Leifer, a Seminoles football and basketball team was selected. Jim Leifer, a Seminoles football and basketball team was selected. Jim Leifer, a Seminoles football and basketball team was selected. Jim Leifer, a Seminoles football and basketball team was selected.

Ed also traveled to Donovan, Holgate, Whinnaver, Redyard, and Browning in Montana to deliver mineral dist. However, I got out empty-handed.

After I got outside, I noticed a parked car near the museum. My only question is: 'Is 1896 the year in which it was re-

I wish to thank you for calling my attention to the Montana School of Mines Museum and the fact that it was built in 1896. Don't materialize, it was built in 1896. Don't materialize, it was built in 1896. Don't materialize, it was built in 1896.

I hope you enjoy your visit to the museum.

The Old Timer

"Now that men have learned to manipulate women, women are at a distinct disadvantage."

Our party guests to another: "The only thing holding her dress up is a strip of 'em trimmed into a suit."

MINES LETTERMAN RETURN

Six of the fourteen 1963-64 Orediggers baseball squad have returned to the School of Mines in the coming season.

Their experience ranges from one to three years—their positions from pitcher to outfielder—their likes and dislikes from athletics to women.

Don Poole. This is Don's third year on the team. He is a pitcher and will probably be the No. 1 man in the pitching. In high school, Don was the outstanding pitcher and was named to all-star and all-area teams. In high school, Don was the outstanding pitcher and was named to all-star and all-area teams. In high school, Don was the outstanding pitcher and was named to all-star and all-area teams.

Mick Hanley. Mick is starting his second year with the team, holding the other end position. He is a good athlete and was un-

POOL FIXED

A rain attempt was made recently to repair the leaks in the pool at M.D.B. The workers worked sever-

RICHARD, ROYAL

Richard's and Rochelle's says that this is the first series of games were well un-

SKAGGS DRUG CENTER

Harrington's Restaurant
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We Feature Relief for Gas Pains
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